
We know how to create offices.

REISS Idealo
Design meets comfort. 

I
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WORKSTATIONS

REISS Idealo

Elegant and variable: with 
REISS Idealo we create 
performance and health 

promoting workspaces for a 
wide range of demands.

Clear Lines,  
maximum comfort.
When we think of your office, we have one clear role model: modern architecture and the 
reduction to the essentials. Cause thoughtful design and functionality are our benchmarks. 
REISS Idealo combines clear lines with comfort and ergonomics: from the functional desk to 
the representative office environment to generous conference solutions.K
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WORKSTATIONS

REISS Idealo

HIGHLIGHTS AND OPTIONS

 I Varied design

 I Through extension plates or CPU holder flexible configuration

 I Expandable to a stand-sit workstation through REISS Novo 

 I Smart cable management, integrated power and media                    
connections (optional)

Whether single or double workplace: with its clear design language, the REISS Idealo 
desk creates the best prerequites for efficient work in every location. In combination 
with the height adjustable single column REISS Novo table, it can also be effortlessly 
extended to a stand-sit desk, for meeting with colleagues or the healthy exchange 
between sitting and standing.

Efficient at every level.E
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WORKSTATIONS

REISS Idealo

Finding the right answer to every challenge - that´s the office 
routine of today. REISS idealo supports you with it. Through 
the visual and sound insulation elements, you can turn REISS 
Idealo group workplaces into seperate individual workplaces 
in no time at all. The double workplace offers in addition the 
highest level of comfort and functionality that meets all the 
requirement of modern communication.

Flexibility is our everday life. 

F
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WORKSTATIONS

REISS Idealo

When the desk becomes 
a favorite place.

Those who like to come to the office in the morning also 
work more efficiently. That´s why REISS Idealo puts all the 
concentration on comfort and a sophisticated design. Whether 
as a single or double workplace - REISS Idealo offers you an 
atmosphere with an allround feel-good effect.

HIGHLIGHTS AND OPTIONS

 I Practical, elegant and multifunctional

 I Variable design options

 I Representative to functional optics W
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WORKSTATIONS

REISS Idealo

A sophisticated ambience - 
quite your style.

Leave a lasting impression with an office furniture that reflects your very elegant style. With many high-
quality décors and materials, REISS Idealo offers you the best prerequisites for transforming 
an office into your own personal representation. 

Typical features of REISS Idealo include 
its „floating tabletop“ and the distinctive 
rectangular profile of its frame. Individual 
design options are possible with perfectly 

coordinated décors and frame colors along 
with tabletops that come in two different 

thicknesses.E
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WORKSTATIONS

REISS Idealo

Free space for 
constructive discussions.

Big or small, every REISS Idealo conference solution captivates with its unique 
character. In addition it creates the best conditions for successful meetings and 
good discussions with a variety of solutions. For instance, with intelligent detail 
solutions such as the „floating tabletop“. Even large configurations are open and 
filigree, while  the eloborate design opens up more space for constructive 
discussions. F
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Legroom screen, décor

Extension plate Equipment level

CPU holder Fixture for standing 
desk

Legroom screen, metal

Height 740 mm or height adjustment between 
650 and 850 mm

Various add-ons, such as legrooms screens, fixture for standing desk or CPU holders round off the functional features of the 
program. In addition to the standard height of 740 mm, REISS Idealo also permits height adjustment between 650 and 850 
mm. 

DESKS EXTENSION TABLES CONFERENCE TABLES

From integrated media connection to quick data access to decentralized power supplies via the electric  
boxes - REISS Idealo´s cable management system always adapts itself to the needs and requirements of its users.

Electrification module with 
3 pin earth plug, hinged

Electrification modul, hinged Cable routing module for 
access to the cable duct, 
hinged

Cable passage Cable routing 
module

Cable routing 
module, 
REISS CONNECT 8

Electrification

Extension
Conference 
table

ElectrificationAccessories

All decors and colors can be found in the separate brochure. The choice of decors depends on the thickness of the table top. 

For more information, please refer to the associated price list.



www.reiss-bueromoebel.de

REISS products are GS-certified. They bear the RAL-UZ 38 environmental quality seal, and meet 
the “Quality Office” criteria. REISS is certified in accordance with the quality management system 
(DIN EN ISO 9001), the environmental management system (DIN EN ISO 14001), the product chain 
certificate PEFC-CoC and EMAS III.

REISS Büromöbel GmbH 
04924 Bad Liebenwerda 
Germany

Telefon: +49 35341 48-360 
Telefax: +49 35341 48-368 
E-Mail: info@reiss-bueromoebel.de

Member of the Industrial Association of 
Offices and Work Environment (IBA) R
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